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means the companions of the Prophet, and the

men of knowledge their followers, (M, K,) and

the possessors ofcommand, who are theirfollowers,

when also possessors of knowledge and religion :

(K :) or, as some say, [simply] the possessors

of command; for when these are possessors of

knowledge and religion, and take, or adopt and

maintain, and follow, what the men of knowledge

say, to obey them is of divine obligation : and
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in general those who are termed of the

Muslims, are those who superintend the affairs of

such with respect to religion, and everything con

ducing to the right disposal of their affairs. (M.)

iJ I , accord, to Sb, is originally with 3 in the

place ofthe [\£, i. e. the final] alif; and so is LJJLft ; for

the alifs [in these two particles] are not susceptible

of imaleh ; [i. e., they may not be pronounced

ile and 'ale ;] and if either be used as the proper

name of a man, the dual [of the former] is ^IjJJ

and [that of the latter] O'i^* > Dut w'hen a pro

noun is affixed to it, the alif is changed into ye,

so that you say J*Q\ and ^JULc ; though some of

the Arabs leave it as it was, saying iJ^I and ij^jLe.

(S.) It is a prep., or particle governing a noun

in the gen. case, (S, Mughnee, K,) and denotes

the end, as opposed to [^>«, which denotes] the

beginning, of an extent, or of the space between

two points or limits ; (S, M ;) or the end of an

extent (T, Mughnee, K) of place ; [signifying To,

or asfar as ;] as in the phrase [in the Kur xvii. 1],

^y^J^I jkaJL»M ^J\j>\jL)\ jtfj-loJI 0-0 [From

the Sacred Mosque to, or as far as, the Furthest

Mosque; meaning from the mosque of Mekkeh

to that of Jerusalem] ; (Mughnee, K ;) or in the

saying, Ota ^1 Aij£JI £yt C^a-^a. [I wentforth

from El-Koofeh to Mekkeh], which may mean

that you entered it, [namely, the latter place,] or

that you reached it without entering it, for the

end includes the beginning of the limit and the

furthest part thereof, but does not extend beyond
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it. (S.) [In some respects it agrees with

q. v. And sometimes it signifies Towards ; as in

j£j He looked towards me ; and *Jt JU

He, or it, inclined towards him, or it.— It also

denotes the end of a space of time ; [signifying To,

till, or until;] as in the saying [in the Kurii. 183],

pj *7 ' r ' * i t Si

J~JJI ^jll^sU-sJI I^Hpl^r" [Then complete ye the

fasting to, or till, or until, the night]. (Mughnee,
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K.) [Hence, ,jt (followed by a mansoob

aor.) Till, or until : and ^1 Till, or until,

what time, or when ? i. e. how long ? and also to,

till, or until, the time when. See also the last

sentence in this paragraph.] [In like manner
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it is used in the phrases JUi j*& ^1 , and t>*±.\ ,

meaning, {And so on,) to other things, and to the

end thereof; equivalent to et catera.] — Some

times, (S,) it occurs in the sense of £0, (T, S, M,

Mughnee, K,) when a thing is joined to another

thing ; (Mughnee, K ;) as in the phrase [in the

Kur iii. 45 and lxi. 14], iiTjJt ^jliJl [Who

will be my aiders with, or in addition to, Qodl],

(S, Mughnee, K,) accord, to the Koofees and

some of the Basrees ; (Mughnee ;) i. e. who will

be joined to God in aiding me? (M, TA ;) and
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as in the saying [in the Kur iv. 2], ljl£>tj

>tpu\y»\ ^1 ^3\yo\ [And devour not ye their pos

sessions with, or in addition to, your possessions] ;

(T, S ;) and [in the same, ii. 13,] ^1 \^Xa.

^ot'jln^ [And when they are alone with their
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devils] ; (S ;) and in the saying, J^l ijJJt ^jJI jjJJI

[A few she-camels with, or added to, a few she-

camels are a herd of camels], (S, Mughnee, K,) a

prov., meaning f a little with a little makes much;

(S and A in art. jjj, q. v. ;) though one may not

say, JU jyj meaning JU juj : (Mugh-

nee :) so too in the saying, ,_>,>t ^1 ^J^s

[Such a one is clement, or forbearing, with good

education, or polite accomplishments, and intelli

gence, or knowledge of the laiv] ; (M, TA ;) and
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so, accord, to Kh, in the phrase, dUI <&l

[/ praise God with thee : but see another ren

dering of this phrase below]. (ISh.) In the
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saying in the Kur [v. 8], _/03u jutj t^JL-clj

^jJt, it is disputed whether [the meaning

be Then wash ye yourfaces, and your arms with

the elbows, or, and your arms as far as the

elbows; i. e., whether] the elbows be meant to be

included among the parts to be washed, or ex

cluded therefrom. (T.) A context sometimes

shows that what follows it is included in what
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precedes it; as in »jd*\ jj-o (Jlr*" £>\j5

[Tread, or recited, the Kurdn,from the beginning

thereof to the end thereof] : or that it is excluded ;
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as in ^JJJI j>\&oi\ jf> [explained above] :

when this is not the case, some say that it is

included if it be of the same kind [as that which

precedes] ; some, that it is included absolutely ;

and some, that it is excluded absolutely ; and this

is the right assertion ; for with the context it is in

most instances excluded. (Mughnee.) It is

also used to show the grammatical agency of the

noun governed by it, after a verb of wonder ; or

after a noun of excess importing love or hatred ;

[as in jJl cuo-l U How lovely, or pleasing, is he
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to me I (TA in art. and ^jJI <ueubl U How

hateful, or odious, is he to me ! (S in art. ^^aij ;)

and] as in the saying [in the Kur xii. 33], w>j

S' j / f j t d t

^^..Jl [O my Lord, the prison is more

pleasing to me]. (Mughnee, K.) [This usage is

similar to that explained in the next sentence.] ^

It is syn. with Jue ; (S, M, Mughnee, Msb, K ;)
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as in the phrase, \j£> ±y> ^1 ^yr>\ 5* [It is

more desirable, or pleasant, in my estimation than

such a thing] ; (Msb ;) and in the saying of the

poet,
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[Is there no way of return to youth, seeing that

the remembrance thereof is more pleasant to me,

or in my estimation, than mellow wine ?] (Mugh

nee, K 0 and accord, to this usage of ^\ in the

sense of jU£ may be explained the saying, wJI

lP^j meaning Thou art divorced at the

commencement of a year. (Msb.)_ It is also

syn. with J ; as in the phrase, iUl j-c^-j [And

command, or to command, belongetli unto Thee,

meaning God, as in the Kur xiii. 30, and xxx. 3],

(Mughnee, K,) in a trad, respecting supplication :

(TA:) or, as some say, it is here used in the

manner first explained above, meaning, is ulti-

mately referrible to Thee : and they say, j^»-t

' 0' ' I to

-iAJI 4&t, meaning, I tell the praise of God unto

thee : (Mughnee :) [but see another rendering of
, O' ' '

this last phrase above:] you say also,

That is committed to thee, or to thy arbitration.

(Har j). 329.)— It also occurs as syn. with ;

' ' 0 ' ' '
as in the saying in the Kur [xvii. 4], ^1 L~a5j

^J^SIj-it [And we decreed against the children

of Israel] : (Msb :) or this means and we revealed

to the children of Israel (Bd, Jel) decisively.

(Bd.)__It is also syn. with ^j; (M, Mughnee,

K ;) as in the saying [in the Kur iv. 89 and vi. 12],
^ ^ 0' " OJy*"" 0 ■"•

icUill j>y) jg\'>itt J [He will assuredly col

lect you together on the day of resuii-ection] :

(K:) thus it may be used in this instance accord,

to Ibn-Malik : (Mughnee :) and it is said to be

so used in the saying [of En-Nabighah, (M,

TA,)]
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[Tfien do not thou leave me with threatening, as

though I were, among men, smeared with tar,

being like a mangy camel] ; (M, Mughnee ;) or,

accord, to some, there is an ellipsis and inversion

in this verse ; being here in dependence

upon a word suppressed, and the meaning being,

smeared with pitch, [like a camel,] yet being

united to men : or, accord, to Ibn-'Osfoor, j_jJUs-o

is here considered as made to import the meaning

of rendered hatefid, or odious; for he says that if

.Jl were correctly used in the sense of ,J, it

it would be allowable to say, <bj£JI ^jjl j :

(Mughnee :) [or the meaning may be, as though

I were, compared to men, a mangy camel, smeared

with pitch : for] I 'Ab said, after mentioning
* 0 * 0 j ' ' ' 0 ' 0

'Alee, J^JjLi0i\ 5,jjSJl& L5T^' mean"

ing My knowledge compared to his knowledge is

like the 2j\ji [or snudl pool of.water left by a

torrent] placed by the side of the middle of the

sea [or the main deep], (K in art. j%ju.) It is

also [said to be] used in the sense of ^ in the

saying in the Kur [lxxix. 18], ^^jJ O' ^[^

[Wilt thou purify thyself from infidelity?] be

cause it imports the meaning of invitation. (TA.)

It is also used [in a manner contr. to its

primitive application, i. e.,] to denote beginning,

[or origination,] being syn. with £yo ; as in the

saying [of a poet],
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[She says, (namely my camel,) when I have

raised the saddle upon her, Will Ibn-Akmar be

supplied with drink and not satisfy his thirst

from me? i.e., will he never be satisfied with

drawing forth my sweat?]. (Mughnee, K-) — It

is also used as a corroborative, and is thus [syn

tactically] redundant ; as in the saying in the Kur

0 0* * 0* it * t * Ot 0 * 0 *s*

[xiv. 40], ^^Jl ^£yfi ^Ul ^j*c ajusl JsufM, with

fet-h to the 3 [in ij$y?>], (Mughnee, K,) accord.


